Behold
An amazing thing,
a swift on the top stair,
grounded, wings outspread
like a small Christ fallen
from high sacrifice.
It must have come in
through a bedroom window.
I imagine it, suddenly ceilinged,
threading the low rooms, running
out of air, descending
to this crash-landing.
I bend down,
smooth the wings to the body
and pick it up,
cupped in my two hands,
feeling the futile, light
scrabble of its swept-back feet.
Normally bound to the earth
only for birth or death,
this miniature missile ticks
uneasily in its new-found limbo.
Now comes the mystery.
I take it into the garden
and, raising my arms
to the expectant hush of evening,
I open my fingers.
An amazing thing,
the soft origami unfolds,
heart and wings quicken
to a dart of resurrection.
Behold,
I have made a bird
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